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Abstract

In this paper two formal languages for information representation in the DenK dialogue

system are speci�ed� The languages are ��� an extension of constructive type theory �CTT�

for the representation of information about the domain of conversation and ��� an annotation

language for coding information which enables the system to use and process information

which is formulated in the language referred to under point ����
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A Anchored
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� Introduction

The goal of the DenK project� �see Ahn et al�� �		�� is to build a Cooperative Assistant

based on fundamental principles of communication� This Assistant should be able to help

people in the interaction with a Physical Domain� The Physical Domain� in principle� may

be any �simulated� part of the real world� Typical application domains for the Assistant are

complicated devices �e�g� vcrs� television sets� hi� installations and electron microscopes��

The Assistant should be a generic cooperative interface which combines linguistic and visual

interaction� It should be able to interpret questions and commands and generate assertions�

clari�catory questions and actions�

One component of the DenK system�s Cooperative Assistant is the module Conduct� This

module determines what �communicative� actions the system has to perform at any given

moment� Conduct decides what action to perform on the basis of the actual situation� This

situation encompasses the state of the domain and the system�s information state� Conduct

is implemented as a rulebased system containing rules of the form�

If it is the case that the current situation is of type X

Then Do the actions Y�

In order to be able to execute these rules Conduct must be able to determine the type of

the current situation� For this purpose it has two abilities� ��� It can observe the Physical

Domain� In the DenK project the Assistant will help the User to interact with a simulation

of a PHILIPS electron microscope� This means that the Physical Domain consists of the

simulation of the microscope� ��� It can inspect its information state by checking �A� what

information is part of the information state and �B� what information can be obtained from

the information state through deduction�

Currently� the system�s information state consists of two components� the Information Con

text and the Pending Stack� These function� roughly speaking� as the longterm memory

and the working memory of the Cooperative Assistant�

There are three types of actions that the system can perform� ��� update its information

state with the �underspeci�ed� content of utterances� ��� communicate information� ���

perform actions on the Physical Domain�

In this paper two languages in which part of the contents of the information state are

expressed will be speci�ed� These languages are ��� an extension of Constructive Type Theory

�CTT� to express information about the Physical Domain� ��� an Annotation Language to

annotate expressions from CTT for representing information which the system needs to be

able to process and use these expressions� As opposed to language no� ���� language no�

��� is not used to describe the Physical Domain� It derives its meaning from the role that

it plays in the processing of information� This role is speci�ed in Conduct�s behaviour rules

�see Kievit � Piwek� �		�� for a short description and Piwek �forthcoming� for a more

elaborate account�

This paper consists of three major sections� In section � we will describe the architecture

of the DenK system� Section � contains an informal introduction to CTT and a formal

de�nition of the CTT language which is used in the DenK system� Finally� in section ��

the annotation language will be dealt with�

�
DenK is a Dutch abbreviation for Dialogue Handling and Knowledge Transfer�

�



� The DenK system and Conduct

The layout of the DenK system is shown in �g� �� In this section the roles of the modules

that are depicted in the picture will be described �a brief explanation of the abbrevations

and terms used in this �gure is given in table ��� There are three most inclusive modules�

��� the User �for which the term �module� is perhaps somewhat unfortunate�� ��� the GDP

�Generalized Display Processor� which simulates the Physical Domain and displays this

domain to the User through computer graphics� and ��� the Cooperative Assistant� The

Cooperative Assistant consists of a number of submodules�

DABAS� and the Evaluator are modules for observing and acting upon �a simulation by the

GDP of� the Physical Domain�

The Parser� Sem� to ulf and Clues take care of the interpretation of utterances which have

been produced by the User� Technically speaking� this means that an utterance by the

User is translated into a pair of expressions� each of which belongs to a wellde�ned formal

language� Such pairs are called annotated segments� An annotated segment consists of

the following two elements� a CTT segment and an annotation� The segment represents

the� possibly underspeci�ed� �semantic� content of the utterance that the User produced�

The annotation tells the system what to do with the content� An annotation contains� for

instance� information on whether the User�s utterance was a question� a command or an

assertion� In other words� an annotation contains� amongst other things� information on the

utterance�s communicative function�

Tactics is the part of the system that can be used to obtain information about the Physical

Domain� For this purpose Tactics can reason with information from the Information Context

and� if necessary� also appeal to DABAS� and the Evaluator for observation of the Physical

Domain�

Conduct determines what actions the system has to perform at any moment given the

situation at that moment� In order to determine what the current situation is it can ��� call

Tactics to gather information about the Physical Domain and ��� inspect the contents of

the Pending Stack� This stack contains those utterances which have been produced during

the dialogue and have not yet been fully processed� Examples of utterances which have

not yet been fully processed are� questions which still need to be answered� utterances

whose presuppositions have not yet all been checked and assertions which have not yet been

accepted by both dialogue participants�

Every utterance� whether produced by the User or the system� passes through the Pending

Stack� When an utterance occupies the stack this should be interpreted as meaning that

��� both the User and the system are aware of the fact that the utterance was produced

and ��� the utterance has not yet been fully processed by both the User and the system�

For instance� if the system asserts something� the assertion will occupy the Pending Stack

until the User has signalled to the system that he�she accepts the assertion�� As soon as

the assertion has been accepted its content becomes part of what the User and the system

assume to be their common background �cf� Stalnaker� �	���� This common background is

part of the Information Context�

There are two modules which have not yet been discussed� Concepts and Verbal Output to

User� Concepts is a lexicon which enables Clues �the interpretation module� to translate

a representation of an utterance in ULF �Underspeci�ed Logical Form�� into an annotated

segment� The module Verbal Output to User translates the communicative actions that

Conduct produces in the form of annotated segments into English expressions�

�Acceptance does not have to be explicitly voiced� If the user�s next utterance is unrelated to the system�s

�
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AS Annotated Segment

Clues Interpretation Module

Conduct Component containing the Behaviour

Rules

CTT Constructive Type Theory

Concepts Conceptual Lexicon

Dabas� � Evaluator Component for observation of and ac

tion on the Physical Domain which is

simulated by the GDP

FeatStruct Feature Structures� For parsing and

representing the English phrases that

the User produces �see Rentier� �		���

The grammatical theory that will be

used is a variation on HPSG �Head

driven Phrase Structure Grammar��

GDP Generalized Display Processor

LOOKS Language for ObjectOriented Kin

ematic Speci�cation� For the commu

nication between the perception mod

ule of the DenK system �DABAS� and

the Evaluator� and the Physical Do

main �as it is simulated by the GDP��

Pending Stack This is the working memory of Conduct

and Clues

Sem� to ULF Translates feature structures into ULF

Tactics Inference Engine

ULF Underspeci�ed Logical Form� For the

representation of the contents of am

biguous sentences �see Kievit� �		���

Verbal output to User �optional� translates annotated segments into

English�

Table �� List of Abbreviations and Terms occurring in Fig� �

�



� Constructive Type Theory

��� A Short Introduction to CTT

We will give an outline of CTT �Barendregt� �		�� Ahn � Kolb� �		
� by comparing it with

Kamp�s Discourse Representation Theory �DRT� �Kamp� �	����

In DRT contexts are modelled as socalled Discourse Representation Structures �DRSs�� A

DRS consists of a set of discourse referents and a set of conditions� The discourse referents

can be seen as pegs� and the conditions as assignments of properties to these pegs� For

example� the sentence A horse neighs yields a DRS containing a fresh referent and two

conditions� �x j horse�x�� neigh�x��� The conditions attach the properties is a horse and

neighs to the referent�

In CTT a context is modelled as a sequence of socalled introductions� Introductions are of

the form V � T � where V is a variable and T is the type of the variable� The introductions

are ordered because the type T may depend on introductions which preceded V � T � We

will give an example of this shortly�

The variable V in an introduction V � T �where T itself is of the type Set� i�e� T � Set�

can be seen as corresponding to a discourse referent in DRT� So� if we want to introduce a

referent for an entity from the set of horses we write x � horse� The type horse may only

be used in the introduction x � horse if horse � Set is already part of the context �in other

words� the introduction horse � Set has to precede the introduction x � horse�� This way�

one introduction can depend on another introduction�

DRT�s conditions correspond to introductions V � T where T is of the type Prop �short for

proposition�� Thus the introduction y � neigh � x corresponds to the condition neigh�x��

The type neigh � x �of type Prop� is obtained by applying the type neigh to the object x�

It depends on the introductions of x and neigh� We already discussed the introduction of

x� so let us have a look at neigh� Since neigh � x should be of the type Prop� neigh must

be a �function� type from the set of horses into propositions� i�e� neigh � horse� Prop�

The introduction y � neigh � x also involves the variable y �of the type neigh � x�� y is said
to be an inhabitant of neigh � x� What could possibly be the inhabitants of propositions�

Curry �Curry and Feys� �	��� came up with the idea that propositions can be seen as

classifying proofs �this is known as the propositions as types � proofs as objects paradigm��

The introduction tells us that there is a proof y for the proposition neigh � x�

If a person claims that he has a proof for a proposition� this comes very close to saying

that the proposition is true� There is� however� an essential di�erence� A proof� as opposed

to �the truth�� is to some extent a subjective thing� This is so� because a proof is built

up of premisses� People sometimes disagree on the premisses that may be used to prove

something� and consequently also disagree on what counts as a proof� CTT allows us to

model individuals who work with di�erent premisses� these agents simply use di�erent CTT

contexts to prove things�

In DRT the propositionAll horses neigh is translated into the implicative condition �xjhorse�x�� �

� j neigh�x��� In CTT this proposition corresponds to the type ��x � horse�neigh � x�� which
is a socalled dependent function type� It is a function from the type horse into the type

neigh�x� The range of this function �neigh�x� depends on the object x to which it is applied�
Suppose that we have an inhabitant f of this function type� i�e� f � ��x � horse�neigh � x��
Then we have a function which� when it is applied to any object� say y� of type horse�

yields an inhabitant of the type neigh � y� In other words� f is a constructive proof for the

assertion� the System assumes that the assertion has been accepted�
�See Kievit �����	 for a speci
cation of the ULF language�

�



proposition that All horses neigh��

Finally� we would like to illustrate how one can reason with the contexts of CTT� CTT

encompasses a number of derivation rules with which one can determine the type of an

object in a given context� These rules can also be used to search for an object belonging to

a particular type� One of the rules bears a close resemblance to Modus Ponens in Predicate

Logic� but it also shows elements of function application in it��

If in context  it holds that F � ��x � A�B� and a � A

Then in context  it holds that F � a � B�x �! a�

Example � If the context contains the introductions x � horse and f � ��y � horse�neigh � y��

then we can use this rule to �nd an inhabitant of the type neigh � x� The rule tells us that we

should apply the function f to the object x and substitute x for y in neigh � y� This yields the
complex proof object f � x of the proposition neigh � x�

��� Formal Speci�cation� The Kernel

In this section a formal speci�cation of CTT� in the spirit of Barendregt ��		��� is given�

A ProLogimplementation of this speci�cation can be found in the appendix �section � on

page ����

Intuitively� types can be seen as representing the concepts that the Cooperative Assistant

has mastered� Mastering a concept boils down to acquiring the ability to recognize objects

falling under the concept �i�e� inhabitants of the type�� Whereas human agents acquire

concepts through interaction with and training in the environment� our arti�cial agent was

constructed with the appropriate concepts� Human beings use concepts in virtue of their

causal links to reality �perception and action�� In the DenK system these causal links are

substituted by computational links� the Assistant can compute whether or not an object �in

a Physical Domain simulated in an objectoriented language� belongs to a type by applying

an evaluation function�

In the following de�nitions V is a set of variables such that V � f�p� �t� �e��g ! �

Def� � �sorts S ! f�p� �t� �e��g

The four special types �p� �t� �e and � are called sorts� �p and �t correspond to what we
called Prop and Set above� �e stands for type of events� All three �s are themselves of the
sort � �see the axioms in de�nition � on page ���

Def� � �pseudo�terms T �! S j V j �T � T � j �V � T�T j�V � T�T

Def� � �introductions I �! V � T

Def� � �pseudo�contexts  �! � j  � I

In other words� a pseudocontext is a sequence of introductions�  � I is the sequence which

is obtained by appending I to the sequence  � � is the empty sequence�

�In Ahn � Kolb �����	 we 
nd a somewhat dierent notation for function types� For instance� in their
notation All horses neigh corresponds to �x � horse� �� �f �x � neigh�x�� This notation reveals the similarities
between dependent function types and the implicative conditions of DRT�

�In this rule T �x �� a� stands for a T such that all occurrences of x in T have been substituted by a�

�



Def� � �pseudo�judgements J �!  � T � T

Def� � �rules R� 	 fhx� yi j x 
 S� y 
 Sg

These rules should not be confused with the deduction rules which we will give below� The

rules in R� are used by a deduction rule called formation �form�� This deduction rule can

be used to construct function types� The choice of R� determines what kind of functions

can be constructed� For instance� if h�t� �pi 
 R�� then predicates can be constructed� i�e�

functions from objects to propositions�

Def� � �deduction rules The Rules which axiomatize the relation � are speci�ed below�

The usual notions of fresh variable � �fresh� a variable which does not occur in  � and

substitution �The replacement of all occurences of a variable in a term with another variable�

are used� The notion of beta�equality �!�� which we will use will be de�ned below�

�axioms� � � �e � � � � �t � � � � �p � �

�start�  � A � s
 � x � A � x � A

x is  �fresh

�weaken�  � A � B  � C � s
 � x � C � A � B

x is  �fresh and

s 
 S

�form�
 � A � s�  � x � A � B � s�

 � ��x � A�B� � s�
hs�� s�i 
 R�

�intro�
 � x � A � b � B  � ��x � A�B� � s

 � ��x � A�b� � ��x � A�B�
s 
 S

�elim�
 � F � ��x � A�B�  � a � A

 � F � a � B�x �! a�

�conv�
 � A � B  � B� � s B !� B

�

 � A � B�
s 
 S

Def� � �beta�reduction ��x � A�M� �N ��� M �x �! N �

Def� � �congruence P �� Q i� Q has been obtained from P by a �nite �perhaps empty�

series of changes of bound variables �i�e� variables which are within the scope of a lambda	

as the variable x in �x�x	 which can renamed into y	 which yields �y�y��

Def� �� �beta�equality P !� Q i� Q is obtained from P by a �nite �perhaps empty�

series of ��reductions and reversed ��reductions and changes of bound variables� P� !� Pn
i� there exist P�� � � � Pn�� such that for all 
  i  n� �� �Pi ��� Pi�� or Pi ��� Pi�� or

Pi �� Pi����

Def� �� �legal term A pseudo�term E is a �legal� term if a pseudo�context  and a

pseudo�term T exist so that  � E � T is derivable�

Def� �� �legal context A pseudo�context is a �legal� context if there are two terms E and

T such that  � E � T is derivable�

Def� �� �legal judgement A pseudo�judgement is a �legal� judgement if it is derivable�

Theorem � �subject reduction If  � E � T and E �� E� then  � E� � T � �E� �� En

i� there exist E�� � � � � En�� such that for all 
  i  n� �� �Pi ��� Pi����

�



��� Extensions of CTT

����� Segments

Def� �� �segment A pseudo�context S is a segment given a legal context  	 if  	 S is a

legal context�

Def� �� �negative segment A negative segment is a segment in which some CTT vari�

ables have been replaced by so�called gaps �alternative name� placeholders��

Example � Suppose �x � T�� y � T�� z � T�� is a segment �given some context  �� Then we

can obtain the negative segment �P � T�� y � T�� Q � T�� by replacing the variables x and z by

the gaps P and Q� Gaps are� just like ProLog�variables� marked with capital letters� This is

not accidental� In fact� on the implementation level� negative segments will be implemented as

ProLog queries� For instance� the negative segment X � walk � john is interpreted as a query

asking for inhabitants �i�e� proofs� of the proposition walk � john�

����� De
nitions

The use of de�nitions in CTT was proposed by N�G� de Bruijn �see De Bruijn� �	�
�� After

an inhabitant E for a particular type T has been constructed� a de�nition can be used to

store it� a fresh variable is de�ned as an abbreviation of E� x ! E � T � x can subsequently

be used as an inhabitant of type T � This means that if we later on need an inhabitant of type

T � we can use the variable x� and do not again have to go through a �perhaps cumbersome�

construction of E�

Since de�nitions are part of the context� and contexts consist of introductions� the notion

of an introduction has to be rede�ned�

Def� �� �introductions� I �! V � T j V ! T � T

Furthermore� we need to add extra start en weakening rules�

�def�start�  � A � s
 � x ! E � A � x � A

� � x ! E � A� 	  base
and x is  �fresh

�def�weaken�  � A � B  � C � s
 � x ! E � C � A � B

� � x ! E � C� 	  base� x

is  �fresh and s 
 S

Note that we did not choose for the following alternative �perhaps more standard� version

of the def� start rule �cf� Severi and Poll� �		� whose weakening rule also di�ers from ours��

�def�start�  � E � A
 � x ! E � A � x � A

x is  �fresh

The use of this version of the start rule means that de�nitions are only a matter of cosmetics�

whenever an inhabitant has to be found for some type T � and there is a de�nition x ! E � T �

the rule tells us that x is an inhabitant if we can derive that E is an inhabitant� This means

that we have to go through all the work of proving that E is indeed an inhabitant of T �

The rule which we have adapted makes substantial use of the de�nition� If we have  � x !

E � T � then we can� without checking E� derive x � T in  � Of course� we would like some

	



constraint on the introduction of E� For this purpose the two rules are tagged with the

clause  � x ! E � A 	  base and  � x ! E � C 	  base� respectively�

The context  base is the legal context from which we start if we want to construct an

inhabitant or assign a type to an inhabitant� For instance� if we want to construct an

inhabitant of walk �mary our goal is to �nd a substitution S for P such that�  base � P �

walk �mary�S� � base will� for instance� have to contain the introduction mary � woman and

woman � �t��

A de�nition x ! E � T may be added �from outside� to  base if x is  fresh and  base � E � T

�we assume that we start o� with a  base which contains no de�nitions�� This way we make

sure that the E in the de�nition makes sense� On the other hand� we avoid having to derive

E � T every time we want to �nd an inhabitant of T � The only point at which we require

that E � T has to be derived is when the de�nition x ! E � T is added to  base� This way�

the decision when to add a de�nition has become an entirely pragmatic one� and is not part

of the deduction rules�

De�nitions can� amongst other things� be used to connect new variables which come from a

new utterance to the context� A new variable can also be connected to the context through

substitution�

Example � �substition� Suppose we have a context �� � � � c�� � lens� � � �� and a negative segment

�X � lens� p � on�X �� In that case the following substitution connects the segment to the context�

X �! c��� If we apply this substitution to the segment we get �c�� � lens� p � on � c���� We

can update the context with this segment by appending to the context only those introductions

that do not already occur in the context �provided that the requirements on context updates

which we will describe in section 	�	�
 on page �	 have been ful�lled�� This results in� �� � � � c�� �

lens� � � � � p � on � c����

Example � �de�nitions� Suppose we have a context �� � � � c�� � lens� � � �� and a segment �x �

lens� p � on � x�� In that case the following de�nition connects the segment to the context�

x ! c�� � lens� We can update the context with this segment by �rst replacing x � lens by

x ! c�� � lens and next appending all the introductions in the segment to the context� This

results in� �� � � � c�� � lens� � � � � x ! c�� � lens� p � on � x��

There is one reason for using de�nitions as means for connecting segments to contexts�

de�nitions are appended to the right side of the context whenever a CTT variable which is

a member of the context is referred to� This means that the order in which CTT variables

are referred to is recorded by the context�

����� Subtyping

In CTT� the type of a predicate� say p� is a function from some type A into the type of

propositions �p� �i�e�� p � A � �p�� This means that a predicate can only be applied to

objects of one particular type� Sometimes� however� it may be convenient to be able to

apply a predicate to objects of di�erent types� We may� for instance� want to have a CTT

equivalent of the natural language predicate red� The natural language predicate red can

be applied to cars� carpets� books� and so on� In pure CTT� natural language predicates

like red can be represented with the help of polymorphic types� A polymorphic predicate is

of the type �T � �t�T � �p� This way the predicate is no longer directly applicable to an
object� It �rst has to be applied to the type of the object� This yields a predicate in the

orginal sense� i�e�� a function from the type of the object into �p�

�




Example � Take the polymorhic predicate red � �T � �t�T � �p and an object x � car� Before

the predicate can be applied to object x� we �rst have to apply it to type of the object� This

results in red � car � car � �p� Now we can apply red � car to the object x� in order to obtain

an object of the type proposition� red � car � x � �p�

There is a di�erent way of obtaining predicates which can be used for more than one type

of objects� It is called subtyping �see� e�g�� Ahn ��		�� for subtyping applied to the elec

tronmicroscope domain�� The following rule� which is given after extending the notion of an

introduction� is most important with respect to subtyping �of course� we also need to add

new start and weaken rules��

Def� �� �introduction�� I �! V � T j �V ! T � � T j �V � V � � � �where � ranges over �e	
�t and �p�

 � c � C  � C � A � �  � F � ��x � A�B�
 � F � c � B�x �! c�

This rule says that if c is of type C and C inherits from type A� then all function applicable

to objects of type A are also applicable to objects of type C�

Example � Suppose we need to give an interpretation of the inde�nites occurring in the follow�

ing small discourse� I see an animal� It is a rabbit� In line with DRT� we will treat inde�nites

as introducing a new discourse referent �i�e� CTT variable�� Furthermore� we will assume that

natural language nouns are systematically interpreted as types� Then we can write�

�d � animal� k � rabbit� p � equal � animal � d � k�

This is a proper representation of the inde�nite an animal and the sentence It is a rabbit� if

we assume the use of subtyping �rabbit � animal � �t� and polymorphyic types �the predicate

equal is assigned the polymorphic type �T � �t�T � T � �p�� Subtyping is necessary in order

to ensure that the object k inherits all the animal properties of d and that the predicate equal

can be applied to both animals and rabbits�

Subtyping can also be used for the predicate equal� Since equality can be tested for any two

objects which have the same type or stand in the subtype relation� we then need a type which

is the supertype of all the atomic types� Let us call this type top� Consequently� equal can be

de�ned as a twoplace predicate for objects of the type top �equal � top� top� �p�� There
is one disadvantage to this approach� it only allows for the application of equal to atomic

types� because subtyping is only de�ned for atomic types� Sometimes it may� however� be

necessary to express equality between objects of a nonatomic type� like functions� In this

respect a polymorphic equality predicate is superior to an equality predicate which makes

use of subtyping�

����� ��types

�types �L"of� �	��� are useful for framing a dynamic and compositional semantics in CTT

�see Ranta� �		��� The inhabitant of a �type is a pair of objects� Suppose the �type is

��x � A�B� �where A � �t and B � �p�� then a pair inhabiting ��x � A�B� consists of an object
of type A and a proposition of type B� Thus the assertion of A man walks can be translated

into p � ��x � man�walk �x�� The operators �� and �� can be applied to p in order to obtain
an object of type man and a proof that the man walks� respectively�
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With a combination of � and �types the renowned donkey sentence �If a man owns a

donkey	 he beats it�� can be represented in CTT�	

��p � ��x � man���y � donkey�own � x � y���beat � ��� � p� � ��� � ��� � p���

This formula should be read as follows� If we have a proof that there is a man and a donkey

and the man owns the donkey ��x � man���y � donkey�own � x � y��� then we have a proof
that the man beats the donkey� beat � ��� � p� � ��� � ��� � p����

To accommodate �types we need to extend the de�nitions of betareduction� rules and

pseudoterms�

Def� �� �beta�reduction� Beta�reduction ����� is de�ned as follows�

� ��x � A�M� �N ��� M �x �! N �


� ���hA�Bi� ��� A


� ���hA�Bi� ��� B�

Def� �� �rules� R� 	 fhx� yi j x 
 S� y 
 Sg	 R
 	 fhx� yi j x 
 S� y 
 Sg

Def� �� �pseudo�terms� T �! SjV j�T �T �j�V � T�T j�V � T�T jhT� T ij�V � T�T j��T j��T

Furthermore� the rules �form� �intro� �� and �� have to be added to the set of rules of

de�nition � on page ��

��form�
 � A � s�  � x � A � B � s�

 � ��x � A�B� � s�
hs�� s�i 
 R


��intro�
 � a � A  � b � B�x �! a�  � ��x � A�B� � s

 � ha� bi � ��x � A�B�
s 
 S

����
 � p � ��x � A�B�
 � ���p� � A

����
 � p � ��x � A�B�

 � ���p� � B�x �! ���p��

����� Modalities

The declarative information that the Cooperative Assistant has at its disposal is stored

in one CTT context �the Information Context� which is divided into two parts� common

and private� Common is de�ned as the place where the Assistant stores the �declarative�

information which it believes has been recognized to be shared by the dialogue participants�

Private contains all the information that the Assistant does not believe to share with the

User�

The two subcontexts are taken as primitives� This means that we do not model modalities

in the object language �CTT� itself� The CTT language does not contain operators like C�

P or B �for common� private and belief��

�Cf� Sundholm �����	�
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CTT does not exclude the incorporation of epistemic operators into the object language�

Borghuis ��		�� has shown how modalities can be modelled explicitly in CTT� Borghuis

extended CTT with deduction rules for entering and exiting subcontexts �in the following

two rules BA is an operator for person A believes that��

B�import� IF E � BA� is derivable in an Acontext  � THEN imp � E � � is

derivable in an Acontext subordinate to  �

B�export� IF E � � is derivable in A context subordinate to some context  �

THEN exp � BA� is derivable in  �

The di�erence between this approach and the approach involving the separation of contexts

into parts is that this approach allows the Assistant to reason about propositional attitudes

within CTT contexts� Currently� the modalities common and private are used by the be

haviour module Conduct in a fairly primitive way� which does not require any real CTT

reasoning about these modalities� Of course� if we had allowed the User to use� for instance�

belief sentences� this would have been di�erent� because in the DenK system the content of

the user�s utterances is translated into CTT�

����� Context Update

In the system which we have described so far a context can only be extended by applying the

start or weakening rules �cf� de�nition � on page �� or by adding a de�nition or subtype

introduction to the context �

The Cooperative Assistant maintains a context which contains all the information that has

been exchanged during the dialogue �this context forms a part of the Information Context��

The Assistant updates this context whenever the User or he himself has said something� This

way information is introduced into the context �from outside�� Borghuis ��		�� formulated

two requirements which an introduction V � T has to meet if it is to be appended to a

context  �

��  � T � s �where s 
 S��

�� V is fresh in  �

This way the extension of the context with the introduction V � T looks as if it could have

been obtained by either start or weakening�

� Annotations

The annotation language is a means for annotating �negative� segments and CTT contexts�

The annotations contain information which guides Clues and Conduct in their processing of

�negative� segments and their use of contexts� Clues and Conduct can make use of socalled

services� which �amongst other things� can be used to consult information that has been

recorded in the annotation language� A preliminary speci�cation of these services can be

found in Kievit and Piwek ��		��� A more extensive description of the services that Conduct

uses is in preparation �Piwek� forthcoming��

��� The Annotation Language

In the preceding sections we have spoken about CTT variables and gaps� Below� we will use

the term markers as a collective noun for CTT variables and gaps�
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Def� �� �feature�value pairs A feature�value pair is a pair hA�Bi	 where A is a feature

and B its value� Let us	 for now	 assume that only sets of markers and lists of markers are

allowed as values�

At the moment� it is not yet possible to specify precisely what values features are allowed

to have�� The choice of a particular type of value depends to a great extent on the kind of

services that we need to inspect the content of these features and on the kind of information

they are supposed to record� For instance� if we want to record that one object depends

upon another we probably need relations� i�e� set of pairs of objects� We may even discover

that for some purposes sets of ntuples of objects are required or lists of lists of � � � of lists�

Def� �� �annotation An annotation is a set of feature�value pairs�

Def� �� �annotated segment An annotated segment is a pair hS�Ai where S is a �neg�

ative� segment and A is an annotation�

Def� �� �annotated context An annotated context is a pair hC�Ai where C is a context	

and A is an annotation�

��� Annotations for Segments

The DenK system�s interpretation modules construct annotated segments out of the User�s

natural language input �the Parser� Sem� to ulf and Clues�� They are stored in the Pending

Stack� where they are operated upon by the modules Clues and Conduct� It is the module

Conduct that determines what operations have to be carried out on the annotated segments�

It may� for instance� ask the module Clues �see Beun � Kievit� �		�� to resolve the anaphoric

material that an annotated segment contains or decide to update the context with the content

of an annotated segment�

It is important to note that it is not only the User�s natural language input that is stored

in the Pending Stack� the communicative acts that the Assistant produces pass through

it� In the latter case� however� the whole interpretation process is skipped� The reason for

also storing the Assistant�s utterances �temporarily� in the pending stack is that this stack

indicates what utterance is currently receiving both the User�s and the Assistant�s attention�

Therefore� feedback signals �e�g� questions for clari�cation like Which lens do you mean��

are interpreted with respect to the contents of the pending stack� Furthermore� a temporary

store of utterances is needed to bridge the gap between the time of utterance and the time

at which an utterance is accepted by the addressee and subsequently added by both speaker

and addressee to their common background�

The module Conduct uses annotations to determine what kind of actions it has to per

form� For instance� when the annotation of a segment indicates that the annotated segment

represents a question� Conduct may decide to generate an answer�

We will now give a short overview of the kind of features that Conduct makes use of� All these

features have a set of markers as their value� Conduct uses three services for manipulating

and inspecting features and some other services which can perform tests on the values of

features �The value of a feature can be obtained through the �rst service��

�At the time that this document was written� the full set of services was not yet known� Thus a de
nitive
speci
cation of the possible values for features could not yet be given� Furthermore� on the implementation
level we will select feature values on the basis of how fast they can be inspected by the services of Clues and
Conduct�
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�� A function which returns the value �which is a set of markers� of a feature belonging

to a speci�c annotated segment�

return� value�#Feature�#AnnotatedSegment��V alue��

�� A procedure to remove a marker from the value of a particular feature�

Remove�#Marker�#Feature�#AnnotatedSegment��

�� A procedure to add a marker to the value of a particular feature�

Add�#Marker�#Feature�#AnnotatedSegment��

�� There are a number of operations which can be performed on sets �i�e� featurevalues��

�A� Check whether the set is empty or not� empty � set�#Set��TruthV alue�� �B�

operation for taking the union and intersection of sets�

union�#Set��#Set���Set���
intersection�#Set��#Set���Set���

AP �Asserted Proposition�� This feature has as its value the set of those proof objects be

longing to a given annotated segment �i�e� markers whose type is an inhabitant of �p� which
have been used to posit a proof for a proposition� in other words to assert the proposition�

This way these markers can be distinguished from proof objects which are used to pose a

question� i�e� whether the marker can be connected to a proof object which is already part

of the context� Such markers may arise out of yes�noquestions� See Piwek �forthcoming�

for a treatment of yes�noquestions in terms of annotated segments�

RPU andRPS �for� respectively� Responsible Participant User and Responsible Participant

System�� These features indicate which dialogue participant introduced a particular marker

�by uttering a particular sentence�� In our model we keep track of this information because

both what the system says and what the User says is stored in the Pending Stack� In order

to process the contents of the Pending Stack it is crucial that the system knows what was

said by itself and what by the User�

Furthermore� the information can be helpful when a contradiction arises� if the system

arrived at a contradiction by combining its own information and that from the User� then

it can choose whether it judges its own information or that of the User to be more reliable�

Based on this judgement it can discard the information which came from either the system

or the User� The judgement may be derived from an assesment of the level of expertise of

the system and the User �concerning the Physical Domain�� In the current implementation

of the DenK system� the system is rated �expert� and the User �beginner��

RB �Requires Binding�� The value of this feature consists of those markers which come from

anaphoric expressions� It indicates that the markers have to be connected to the context�

In case the marker is a gap� it will be substituted by a CTT variable from the context� If

it is a variable a de�nition will be added which de�nes the variable in terms of a variable

which was already part of the context�

If the value of the RB feature is not empty� Conduct calls Clues �in particular that part of

Clues which is named resolve� in order to connect the markers which are members of the

value to the context� If a marker has been resolved �i�e� connected to the context�� then

Clues removes the marker from the value of the feature RB�

RB is used to indicate the anaphoric parts of an utterance� stemming from� amongst other

things� de�nites and pronouns� Ellipsis and in particular VP ellipsis �sometimes also called

VP anaphora� is also represented with the help of the RB feature� An expression like The

lens will be translated into the following annotated segment� h�X � lens�Q � lens� �p� P �

Q�X �� �RB ! fX�Qg� � � ��i� �The dots indicate that we have not indicated all the features�

In particular� additional features that Clues uses to facilitate the resolution of anaphors
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have been ommited� Clues may� for instance� need special features to be able to distinguish

between de�nite articles and demonstratives� It will also need to know whether one referent

modi�es another referent� as in The lens in the condenser system� Here the fact that q is a

member of RB means that a predicate of type lens � �p has to be found and substituted

for Q� Suppose that The lens is uttered as a response to the question Which lens is on��

then the representation of the predicate be on would be a good substitute for the marker Q�

RA �Requested Action�� We use the feature RA to indicate which markers have a type

�which is itself of type �e� that stands for an action that the Assistant has to perform� As
soon as the action has been performed the Assistant substitutes a fresh CTT variable for

the marker� This way� when the context is updated with the annotated segment� it will be

extended with the information that the action has been carried out�

Example � Suppose the system is confronted with the command� �Switch o the lens�� In
that case the following annotated segment will be pushed onto the pending context��

h�X � lens� P � switchoff �X�� �RB � fXg� RA � fPg� RPU � fX� Pg� RPS � ��i

Clues will �rst resolve the de�nite�

h�l�� � lens� P � switchoff � l���� �RB � �� RA � fPg� RPU � fl��� Pg� RPS � ��i

Now it is Conduct�s turn� Conduct will try to carry out the act which is described by the
annotated segment� If this succeeds� then the aforementioned segment will have been replaced
by�

h�l�� � lens� p��� � switchoff � l���� �RB � �� RA � �� � RPU � fl��g� RPS � fp���g�i

This means that the system now has the fresh proof p�� of the proposition� Lens l� has been

switched o� �the fact that the System did the switching is recorded by the RPS feature�� It

can now give some feedback to the User �e�g� �Done�� and move the segment to the common

background �meaning that both the system and the User are mutually aware of the fact that

the system switched o the lens�� If the system does not succeed in performing the action� the

system will have to initiate a subdialogue� In this subdialogue it will have to explain to the User

why the action could not be carried out�

RI �Requested Information�� Markers which are members of the value of this feature nor

mally come from whquestions� The feature indicates that a substitution �i�e� a CTT

variable from the context� has to be found for the marker such that the segment in which

the marker occurs is provable� Subsequently� the substitution has to be communicated to

the User�

Example � Let us give an example of a behaviour rule of Conduct which uses the feature RI�

Remember that Conduct�s rules are of the form

If it is the case that the current situation is of type X

Then Do the actions Y�

The rule which we will describe is a generation rule� it tells the assistant in which situations

it has to generate an utterance� The type of these situations is the following� if the User has

asked a question Q then the system should compute a response R to this questionand perform

the action of uttering R�

�Notice that in the semantic representation of the command the covert subject� i�e�� the addressee of the
command� has been ommited� The speaker and addressee of the command can� however� be retrieved from
the information stored in the annotation� in this case� from the value of the feature RPU we can deduce
that the command was issued by the user� and therefore� directed at the system�

	More rules can be found in Piwek �forthcoming	�
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inspect�AS��

return�value�RI�AS��V�� wh�response�AS��AS��

return�value�RPU�AS��V�� !� utter�AS��

intersection�V��V��V	�

empty�set�V	� false�

With the service inspect��AS� Conduct can read the annotated segment that is on the top of

the pending stack� The services inspect� return � value� intersection and empty � set are

used to check whether the intersection of the values of the features RI and RPU is non�empty�

in other words� whether the top element of the pending stack is a wh�question uttered by the

User� wh�response�AS�� AS�� means that AS� is a response to AS�� It can best be regarded

as a ProLog predicate which may be de�ned as follows�

wh�response�A�B� ��

informational�answer�A�C��

linguistic�answer�C�B��

This rule says that B is a response to A if C is the informational answer to A and B is the linguistic

answer corresponding to the informational answer C� For instance� the question Which lens is

on�� may have the informational answer l� � lens� i�e� the lens which is internally represented by

the Assistant with the variable l�� The linguistic answer may be something like The condenser

lens�

If all the tests have been passed� then the Assistant may communicateAS� to the user �utter�AS����

The tests are used to determine the type of the current situation �cf� the general form of the

behavior rules�� This also holds for the test wh � response�A�B�� Earlier on we claimed that

the Assistant could only inspect the Information Context and the Physical Domain in order to

�nd out the situation type� To account for the use of wh � response�A�B� we need to add a

storage containing semantic and pragmatic rules� For instance� rules about the relation between

questions and informational answers or between informational and linguistic answers�

��� Annotations for Contexts

Like segments� contexts can also be annotated� The annotation of a context contains in

structions on how to use the information that is part of the context� The services that

use contexts are still being developed� and therefore the following examples of features for

annotating contexts should be seen a preliminary exploration� All the features which we

will discuss have a set of CTT variables as their value� except for the feature FL�

C and P �common and private�� Each variable which is part of a context is either a member

of the value of C or P� These features divide the context into two parts� the common and

the private context �cf� section ����� Modalities on page ����

A �anchored�� The value of this feature is a set of variables� Whenever a variable is a member

of the value of this feature� this variable is connected to an object from the Physical Domain�

This means that the interpretation of the variable has been �xed� The notion of an anchor

comes from situation semantics �Barwise � Perry� �	���� but has also been used in Discourse

Representation Theory �Kamp� �		
� and DenK �Ahn� �		���

FL �focus list�� The value of this feature is a list of CTT variables� This list records when a

particular object has been referred to� It is only needed when we use substitution� Whenever

a gap is replaced by a variable from the context �with a type inhabiting �t�� that variable is

appended to the Focus List� If we use de�nitions� this information can be recorded in the

context itself� because whenever a variable �introduced in the discourse� is connected to a
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variable from the context� a de�nition containing that variable is appended to the right side

of the context�

RPS and RPU �responsible participant �!� system� responsible participant �!� User��

These features can be used to record which participant introduced a particular proof object

into the context�

�
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